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►►► Economy 

 
China Daily 
►  Russian experts see economic, strategic benefits from AIIB 
membership 
As Russia is trying to find its way out of the current economic hardship amid 
Western sanctions, the country will benefit both economically and... 
 
WBP Online 
►  Strong Case for Higher Interest Rates: Fed Lacker  
A good case can still be made to raise rates during the US Federal 
Reserve's mid-June policy meeting, Richmond Fed President Jeffrey... 

►►► Politics 

 
Investing.com 
►  Clinton Foundation to limit donations from foreign governments  
The Clinton Foundation will continue to accept funding from foreign 
governments in the wake of Hillary Clinton's decision to run for the U.S... 
 
International Business Times 
► Pope Francis And Exorcism: How He's Brought The Practice Back To 
The Modern Catholic Church 
Pope Francis is being credited for a recent revival in interest in exorcisms 
among the faithful and Catholic clergy, a practice that until his appointment... 

►►► Opinions 

 
Noga Tarnopolsky 
►  Would Iran’s new Russian missile system make airstrikes impossible? 
Israeli responses to the news that Russia would lift a voluntary ban on the 
sale of weapons to Iran and provide state-of-the-art air defense systems to 
the Islamic Republic have ranged from concern to seeming panic.  
 
James Picerno 
►  US housing hopes build, US jobless claims, Philly Fed  
US economic news will dominate today’s release schedule, including the 
monthly update on residential housing construction for March.  

►►► Currencies 

 
RTT News 
►  Euro Retreats Against Majors 
The euro retreated from its early high against the other major currencies 
ahead of European session on Thursday. 
 
Market Watch 
►  Dollar inches up against yen; Aussie gets jobs boost 
The dollar inched up against the yen in Asian trade Thursday with dip 
buying pushing up the greenback, while the Australian dollar 
strengthened on strong jobs data.  

►►► Markets 

 
Business Recorder 
►  RUBBER-Tokyo futures rise on higher oil, hopes for China stimulus 
Benchmark TOCOM rubber futures rose on Thursday, nearing a key technical 
barrier of 200 yen, as a higher yen against the US dollar was outweighed by a 
jump in oil prices overnight and expectations of additional monetary stimulus 
in the world's top buyer China.  
 
FXStreet 
►  Gold suffers moderate losses 
Gold prices are trading moderately lower on signs of revival in the US dollar 
ahead of the European session. 

►►► Top Videos 

 
Bloomberg 
►  Russia Is Still Heading for a Recession: Weafer 
Macro Advisory Senior Partner Chris Weafer and Bloomberg's Ryan 
Chilcote discuss what we can expect from Vladimir Putin's annual call-in 
with the Russian people and the outlook for the Russian economy.  
 
CNBC 
►  Europe opens mixed as Greek crisis worsens  
European equities opened mixed on Thursday as Greece's economic 
outlook deteriorates further.  
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Disclaimer 
Everything in this article, including opinions and figures, is provided for informational purposes only and may not be interpreted as financial advice or solicitation of 
products. Dukascopy group assume no responsibility for the completeness or the accuracy of any data contained in this article. Financial figures indicated in this 
article have not been verified by the Dukascopy group. Views, opinions and analyses are those of the author of the article, and are not endorsed by the Dukascopy 
group.  
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